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• Once a municipal -level responsibility, over the past 15 years, central government has taken 
over the responsibility for the provision of bulk services at the regional level.

• For that purpose, similar legislation was enacted for the three services, allowing for both 
regional aggregation and private initiative participation.

Market structure
Bulk vs. retail services in water and waste

Drinking water 
supply

Urban wastewater  
management

Production Transport Distribution

End-user 
interface

Treatment and 
discharge Transport Collection

Treatment and 
disposal Transport Collection

Urban waste  
management

Bulk services (wholesale) Retail services (end-user)
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Market structure 
The Portuguese water services sector structure

• The starting point was a fragmented industry structure, yet  comprised of fully integrated local 
monopolies at the municipal level.

– Recent (last 15 years) regional aggregation at the wholesale level;
– Introduction and expansion of new management models.

• 23 wholesale water service 
providers who serve more than 
one municipality

• 275 retail water service 
providers, of which:

- 245 cases of direct provision by 
municipalities
- 15 municipal corporations
- 20 municipal concessions

• a Portuguese household may 
have between 1 and 4 distinct 
operators involved in the 
provision of its water supply and 
wastewater services

• 110 municipalities have less 
than 10 000 inhabitants 

Retail water supply service providers Bulk water supply service providers
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Market structure 
The Portuguese waste management sector structure

• A similar process of regional aggregation for bulk waste service provision occurred over the 
same period:

– Full territorial coverage by regional utilities was achieved;
– With the exception of selective collection, retail services remain predominantly undertaken by municipalities

Retail waste management service providers Bulk waste management service providers

• Uncontrolled landfills vs. EU 
directives 
• Appropriate urban solid waste 
management elected as priority 
for EU subsidies
• Other waste types left to private 
initiative (yet highly regulated 
from a technical and 
environmental perspective)

• 27  bulk waste management 
service providers who serve more 
than one municipality
• Restrictions on adjacent market 
predation
• 246 retail service providers 
(outsourcing on the rise)
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Market structure 
Management models and private enterprise participation

• The participation of private enterprise has been confined to PPP contracts at the municipal 
level.

N/A

Direct management
Delegated 

management 

One case only 
(EPAL the largest Portuguese utility)

33 regional companies 
• shareholder control by central 

government
• Municipalities both users and 

minority shareholders

Concessions 

Central 
government

Still the dominant model

Approx. 30 municipal 
companies (growing in 

number)
• larger municipalities

• frequent private participation, yet in a 
minority position (PPPi)

28 concessions (PPPc) 
• larger municipalities

• 100% private enterprise since the 
end of 2008

Local 
government
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• IRAR’s “balancing act “goes beyond  the need for the correction of monopoly market failures 
that  provide the classic rationale for explicit economic regulation.

Role of the regulator
Seeking a balance between conflicting interests

Operators Service 
users

Central 
government

Local 
government

Public 
enterprise

Private 
enterprise

IRAR
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• In order to highlight areas of potential synergy one must first understand the distinct areas of 
work undertaken by IRAR

Role of the regulator
Distinct areas of work

Consumers

• Advising government on public policy (strategic plans)

• Interface with other authorities and cluster participants

• Analysis of M&A initiatives
• Legal and contractual compliance
• Economic regulation
• Quality of service regulation (benchmarking)

Structural 
regulation

• Consumer protection (claim management, information,…)

Regulation 
of utility 
behaviour

Interface 
processes 

General 
support • Technical support to operators (best practices, technical guides, 

etc.)

• Public disclosure of information on water and waste sectors

Environment

Operators

• Drafting new legislative proposals (by request and proactively)

Other 
stakeholders
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Role of the regulator
How IRAR is organised to fulfil its mission

• IRAR mobilises approximately 70 people, of which:
– 15 are dedicated to its activities as the Portuguese National Authority for drinking water quality;
– 15 in back office functions (IT, finance, personnel & administration);
– Therefore,  there are roughly 40 people allocated to IRAR’s mission as an economic regulator of both water and 

waste services

Board of Directors
(3 executive members)

Legal analysisEconomic & 
financial analysis

Drinking water 
quality

Engineering and 
technical analysis

Back-office 
functions

Water & 
wastewater

Waste 
management

Retail 
utilities

Bulk utilities
- water team
- waste team

Core regulatory disciplines
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• In IRAR’s experience, there are significant synergies in the development of legislation 
applicable to both water and waste services.

Synergies, specificities and distinctions
Drafting new legislative proposals 

Central government 
responsibility

Local government 
responsibility

Legal framework for 
the organisation and 
provision of services

Service level 
regime

Drinking water 
quality regime

Tariff setting 
regime

Technical legislation 
for the provision of 
water and waste 
services

Regulator by-laws
Legal framework for 
regulation

High synergies Moderate synergies No synergies
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• The benchmarking system that has been 
implemented to support quality of service regulation 
is essentially the same for water and waste 
management services:

– Assessing every year each regional and municipal 
utility;

– Well defined common procedure;
– Similar publication templates.

• Naturally, the indicators need to be customized 
depending on:

– Water supply, wastewater or waste management 
services;

– Bulk or retail services.

Synergies, specificities and distinctions
Benchmarking (“sunshine” regulation)

UtilityUtility

Regulator

Consumer

Assessment 
specification 

by IRAR
January

Processing & 
interpretation by 

IRAR
June to August

Reporting 
by IRAR
October

Right-of-
reply by the 

utilities
September

Data validation 
by IRAR 
(audits)

April to May

Data 
collection 

by the utility
March
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• As a result of a common legislative framework for water and waste bulk services, there are 
also significant synergies in the regular tariff setting process for these utilities:

– Well defined common procedure (currently annual, to be extended in time);
– Similar rules governing  tariff setting criteria and shareholder returns.

• However, some important specificities need to be
taken into account:

– Specific technical and environmental legislation;
– Greater technological complexity and pace of 

change in waste management technologies;
– Financial analysts have therefore been 

encouraged to specialize.

Synergies, specificities and distinctions
Economic regulation

Utility

Regulator

Consumer

Reporting by 
IRAR
October

Annual 
execution of 

the budget by 
the utility

January to December

Validation & 
processing of 
the results by 

IRAR
April to September

Random 
supervision 

by IRAR

Right-of-
reply by the 

utilities
December

Proposal of 
budget and 
tariff by the 

utility
September

Analysis of 
the proposal 

by IRAR
October to December

Reception of 
the final 

results by 
IRAR
March

Approval of 
the budget 

and tariff by 
the Minister

December to January

Assessment 
specification 

by IRAR
June to July

Annual 
recommen

dation 
from IRAR

Common annual 
disclosure templates of 
economic and financial 
information for water and 
waste services at both 
the bulk and retail levels
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Synergies, specificities and distinctions
Information disclosure and supporting IT platforms

Publicly available at 
www.irar.pt
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Synergies, specificities and distinctions
Key specificities and distinctions

• There are however several areas where synergies are limited and sector specificities need to be 
taken into consideration:

- Consumers rarely complaint about the waste services they receive
- The intervention of the Legal analysis department in consumer claim management is almost entirely 

focused on water services
- The notion that  waste collection and management is a service that should be paid via service 

charges (tariffs, prices,…), as opposed to via tax revenues is still incipient in the Portuguese 
consumer’s mind

- In defining required service levels from an end-user perspective, the starting point in consumer 
expectations and the relevant dimensions of quality are substantially different

- Even internationally, although explicit service standards have been introduced in water services (UK, 
Flanders, Australia, USA,…), we have no knowledge of such cases in waste management services

- Retail waste management services do not have the same inherent monopolistic characteristics as 
retail water services.

• There are different “hot-buttons” for these services for both Municipalities and the general 
public/ media:

- Water services: water supply tariff increases and water quality concerns;
- Waste management: infrastructure location; technology choices and service interruptions as a 

result of industrial action.

• Overall, to the extent that water supply services occupy a greater share of mind in the mind of 
consumers, the media and politicians, some degree of regulator “mindset” contamination is 
also to be expected.
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Concluding remarks
“It depends”

• In the Portuguese experience, our own (naturally biased) assessment is that there have been 
benefits from combining in the same agency the regulation of water and waste management 
services:

- Responsibility for the provision of the three services at the retail level rest with 
municipalities;

- Example: development of legal framework for the organisation and provision of services

- Bulk waste management services also structured as regional monopolies with common 
legal framework with bulk water services;  

- Example: economic regulation of bulk services

- Water bill almost universally used as vehicle for charging the three services.
- Examples: development of tariff setting regime applicable to the three services at the retail level and public 

disclosure of information

• Still, at the engineering / technical level ,there is an obvious need  to maintain and develop two 
distinct pools of knowledge resources.
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Thank you!

IRAR

Regulation as an 
instrument to improve 
the efficiency and the 
effectiveness of public 
water and waste 
services


